




A letter from our founder

The COVID lockdown brought education to a standstill for children all over the
world. However, this disruption hit some worse than others. Inequalities in the
society-  be it geographic or economic, tend to percolate into education; an
inevitability exacerbated by the pandemic. 

We started Vidyakansha in June’2020 as a humble initiative to re-ignite the joy of
learning for the children in the Pakhrauni Village of Bihar, my hometown. 
A couple of classes with the students was all it took to uncover the glaring gaps in
the quality of Rural education. A weak academic & inter-personal foundation
festers Rural children’s self-confidence & motivation to excel, in turn, restricting
their career growth and development. 
This is what Vidyakansha aims to address- by enabling an academic, practical
knowledge and skill transfer between the brightest elite from Tier 1 educational
institutions and children from the remotest villages of the country.

What began as one-on-one tutoring for 5 eager students over Whatsapp Video call,
gradually transformed into a nation-wide movement for the upliftment of Rural
India encompassing diverse course offerings like female hygiene, mental health ,
career counselling in addition to best-in-class academic learning. 

Having reached out to 5 states in the country, we have a long way to go, and we
can’t wait to empower children all over the world!



Vision
Vidyakansha would like to create a

world class education platform, which
would be accessible to all ,free of cost,

to enable a seamless knowledge
transfer from from the brightest elite to

the most deprived poor. To do so, it
would harness the latest tools and

technology for the benefit of the lowest
rung in the society.



We would like to become a technology platform
enabling seamless connect between brightest
elite to Rural poor in India leveraging a
worldclass infrastructure of technology platforms
by:

1. Being best in class with high standards of
quality education and pedagogy
2. Motivating and inspiring the best brains to
cultivate and rekindle the joy of learning in the
poorest children in Rural India
3. Constantly upgrading and improving through
innovation and continuous feedback from all
stakeholders including volunteers, students etc
4. Committing to the highest standard in terms of
ethics, integrity, social and rural development

Mission



Our children

Class: 5th to Undergrad  
 (All Subjects)

Age: 10-20 years 

Financial background:
Lower to lower middle

class  

Bihar: 260 children

Uttarakhand: 170 children 

Telangana: 150 children 



IIMA, IIMB
33%

ISB
22%

IITs/NITs
16%

XLRI
12%

FMS
9%

HEC Paris, UPenn, Harvard
8%

Our volunteers
We have 210+  volunteers (teachers, coordinators and

expansion startegists) from tier 1  colleges  across India
with a fair mix of young professionals, college students

and industry veterans.



WHAT WE DO?

We provide supplementary education to
rural kids with the help of part-time
volunteers from premier institutions who
feel as strongly about the cause as we do.

We follow the curriculum prescribed by the
board the kids are affiliated with. We start
with onboarding kids and identifying their
requirements, post which we match them
with the right volunteers.

In addition to the prescribed curriculum, we
are adding new elements like hobby classes,
mental health awareness sessions,
personality development classes and
leadership classes etc for holistic
development of our kids.

We believe in
giving every
child equal
opportunities
to succeed.

OUR MODEL

Our full-time on-ground coordinators
lie at the heart of our model,
constantly engaging with kids and
effectively communicating their
needs and requirements back to the
volunteers and the founder. They
help us in managing and conducting
classes as well as in onboarding
more kids from nearby villages.
They are our eyes and ears, taking
away more than half of the
challenges posed by our virtual
education model. 

Next, we have class coordinators
who are in constant touch with the
on-ground coordinators. They
schedule classes based on our
volunteers’ and kids’ availability as
well as ensure that the classes
actually happen on time. We also
have board coordinators who
ensure our curriculum is in line with
the one prescribed by the board, the
kids are affiliated with.

HOW WE DO IT?



Personality
development 

& Hobby
classes

HYGIENE AND
 WELLNESS PROGRAM 

Mental
 health 

awareness 
session

LEADERSHIP
 BUILDING 

WORKSHOPS

CAREER
 COUNSELLING

WHAT WILL HELP US REACH OUR GOALS?

ON GOING 
PROGRAMS

Maths
Science

SST
English

BA BComm

CODING & 
COMPUTER 

VISION

SOCIAL
LEADERSHIP
 ROTATION
 PROGRAM

UPCOMING PROGRAMS
FOR KIDS 

Hygiene and
 Wellness 
Program

CAMPUS 
AMBASSADOR

 PROGRAM

VIDYAKANSHA
COLLEGE 

CHAPTERS

UPCOMING PROGRAMS FOR
VOLUNTEERS 

VOCATIONAL
SKILLS

TRAINING



MILESTONES TO ACHIEVE

1
Touching the lives of
10K+ rural students
across the country.

Empower rural kids to
step out in the world
with confidence and
awareness.

2
Setting up computer
centres in 250+ villages
to lead a digital
empowerment drive in
Rural India

3

4
Develop our volunteers
into future leaders in
the social sector.



Student attendance rates
Rates of serious misconduct
and violence
Assessments of follow-
through on implementation
plans by school
administration and staff
Infrastructure improvement 
School Connectivity
Parent engagement and
satisfaction metrics (such as
participation in meetings)
Partnerships (such as funding
raised from philanthropy and
community satisfaction
survey metrics)

School Culture

Teacher attendance and
retention rates of effective staff
Desire for, implementation of
targeted professional
development
Focus on student learning based
on content and time on task
Value-added academic
measures based on interim
assessments of student
progress
Use of data to improve the
quality of teaching
Amount of core team's time
spent on improving teaching and
learning

Teacher and School Leader
Engagement and Effectiveness

HOW ARE WE GOING TO MOVE TOWARDS
OUR GOALS

I. Learning Environment



Rates of earning credits and grade-level
advancement
Absenteeism and dropout rates

Rates of students performing at grade level by
subject area
Rates of proficiency on state assessments
Graduation and college-going rates

Measures of Student Progress

Outcomes for Students

HOW ARE WE GOING TO MOVE TOWARDS
OUR GOALS

II. Student Performance



We have partnered up with Hexagon, which is a global
leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. 

The company provided more than 40 tabs to 200+ kids
in  Potharajupally & Gorrekunta villages in Telangana
which then became a gateway for us to provide kids with
quality education by connecting them best in class
teachers. 

This has been working successfully and the students
have been having classes regularly for the past 25 days.

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

We aim to foster more such relationships
that will help us reach more and more kids in

India 



These kids have infused life in my 9 to 9
routine. Amidst all the differences that we
have, one thing that bonds us all is "Dreams".
We all could reach where we are today, just
because someone believed in our Dreams.
These are incredible children who have Dreams
and Aspirations just like any of us. All I aim to
do is to be a cheerleader and help them see
and realise their own worth.

HEAR FROM OUR VOLUNTEERS

Nidhi Kumari is a human resource professional in
an MNC.



ART GALLERY 



CONTACT US 

Email id: contact@vidyakansha.org 

Phone no.: Aishwarya @+91 82857 67534

Website: Vidyakansha.org

https://twitter.com/vidyakansha
https://www.instagram.com/vidyakansha/
https://www.facebook.com/Vidyakansha
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vidyakansha/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.vidyakansha.org/

